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FULLY ELECTRIC CARS

- work using electric motors driven by batteries
 
- battery size varies by model and determines 
  the range

- range varies by model currently from 100 miles 
  to 300 miles

- most journeys for most people, most of the time 
  are local and short

- even the lowest performance models work really
  well for this profile
 
- you can charge at home at night or ....

- you can charge en route and at many destinations

- they have no exhaust emissions

HYBRID AND SELF-CHARGING CARS

- have both a battery and a petrol engine

- plug-in hybrids can recharge the battery and use
  this first before switching to using the petrol
  engine if necessary

- self-charging hybrids start on the petrol engine
  and use that engine to charge the battery 
  so they are more polluting than a plug-in hybrid

- plug-in hybrids have zero emissions whilst on battery
  power

- plug in hybrids are a good choice for caravaners

- plug-in hybrids are often a driver’s first “toe in the 
  water” car as they have lower “range anxiety”

CHARGING YOUR CAR

- most owners install an electric charger in the garage or on an 
  outside wall

- if you have solar panels, a “smart charger” will put power into the 
  car when you have excess solar generation

- otherwise you charge overnight on the grid when necessary, 4 to 6
  hours typically on a fast charger for a refill. Mostly you “top up” 
  charge every few days

- if you are going out of range, or have no garage then you need to 
  use the public charging infrastructure and rapid chargers

-  speeds of charger :
 Slow - 2.5 kW e.g. via a 13 amp socket
 Fast - 7 kW to 22 kW
 Rapid - 50 kW DC or 43 kW AC
 Tesla Supercharger - 120 kW to 250 kW
 Ultra-Rapid - 150+ kW

- charging infrastructure is improving but is still lacking in some places

- Tesla has its own charging infrastructure which is efficient and well
  maintained and this is why it is a popular choice for drivers who
  do long journeys using the motorway network
 

CHARGING YOUR CAR

Rapid chargers use CCS or CHAdeMO and have tethered cables 
Fast chargers use a type 2 plug and are usually bring your own cable.
Ultra Rapid more expensive than slower speeds.

CHAdeMO used by Nissan Leaf and Mitsubishi Outlander hybrid
CCS used by everyone else
Type 2 used for fast charging and charging at home

You find the nearest charger by using an app. Apps tell you where 
and whether or not the chargers are in use.
  ChargePlaceScotland
  Zap Map app
  Plug Share app

Tesla owners have access to an in car planning app.

Pay using contactless credit card, dedicated card (i.e. to that 
charging company) or by an app on your smartphone. 

Ultra Rapid is more expensive than slower speeds.

Family car 
VW id.3

Small city car
Fiat 500

rapid charger

- more expensive to buy than but cheaper 
  to run and maintain (and over total lifetime) 
- range reduces in cold weather
- need to plan your journey to include charging
- public charging network can be unreliable, 
  plan a nearby alternative 
- fully electric cars not suitable for towing a 
  caravan
- self-charging cars have high dependancy
  on fossil fuels

- electric cars are fun and easy to drive 
- they have fast acceleration and no gear 
  change
- they do not belch fumes
- they are cheap to run and cheap to maintain
- price parity is coming as more and more 
  manufacturers change to electric only
- stopping for charging is not onerous on long  
  journeys provided you can use rapid charging
- no more visits to petrol stations, charge at home

Reduces fossil fuel use.
reduces polluting fumes

fast charger


